Tennis Match Results
Omaha vs University of Arkansas
Jan 15, 2021 at Fayetteville, Ark.
(Dills Indoor Tennis Center)

University of Arkansas 7, Omaha 0

**Singles competition**
1. Alex Reco (ARK2021) def. Matt Hulme (OMAHA) 6-3, 6-2
2. Nico Rousset (ARK2021) def. Davis Lawley (OMAHA) 7-6 (12-10), 4-6, 10-3
3. AlekSa Bucan (ARK2021) def. Hugo Piles Ballester (OMAHA) 6-1, 6-4
4. Melvin Manuel (ARK2021) def. Philip Olsson (OMAHA) 6-3, 6-2
5. Adrien Burdet (ARK2021) def. Julian Kenzlers (OMAHA) 6-1, 6-0
6. Enrique Paya (ARK2021) def. Alvaro Quintana (OMAHA) 6-2, 6-3

**Doubles competition**
1. Matt Hulme/Abdoul Ouattara (OMAHA) def. Nico Rousset/Alex Reco (ARK2021) 7-6 (7-3)
2. Enrique Paya/Jose D. Alonso (ARK2021) def. Hugo Piles Ballester/Davis Lawley (OMAHA) 6-2
3. Avery Zavala/Melvin Manuel (ARK2021) def. Philip Olsson/Julian Kenzlers (OMAHA) 6-3

Match Notes:
Omaha 0-2
University of Arkansas 2-0
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (5,1,3,4,6,2)